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South Coast rock lobster fishery is a

ffi deep water fishery targeting the species

Palinurus glichristi. These lobsters are found on

rocky bottoms at 50-200m depth along the

southern coast of South Africa between Caoe

Point and East London.

Like most lobster species, the South Coast

rock lobster is very slow growing. A 70mm
carapace length male lobster grows only

between 2-4mm each year during the annual

moult.

Commercial exploitation by. local and

foreign vessels began in 1974. In 1977

foreign vessels withdrew when South Africa

declared a 200 nm EEZ.
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Two alternate assessment models have

been developed for the South Coast lobster
fishery. Both models allow for fishing

selectivity to change over time, but in

different ways, and these suggest different

levels for sustainable catches. The OMP

formulae were tested to ensure that a series

of appropriate TACs and TAEs would be set

as time proceeds, whichever of these and

related models spanning the range of the

major scientific uncertainties is closest to the

underlying reality.

The data from the fishery input to the OMP

are the catch and CPUE from the three areas.

The average trend in CPUE data over the five

most recent years is fed into the formulae

each year.

The CPUE is treated as an index of
resource abundance. The rationale

underlying the OMP is that if the CPUE trend

is going up, then the TAC can be adjusted

upwards, and vice versa.

Considering the CPUE trend over the five

most recent years, rather than just the last

two seasons. ensures that the OMP does not

respond wildly to year-to-year CPUE

fluctuations, but instead to the actual

underlying trend in resource abundance.

A further feature of the OMP is that if
CPUE falls below its average over

2003-2005, the TAC is reduced further to
offset further resource decline and to
enhance recovery to earlier levels.

Part of the OMP is also the calculation of a

TAE. Effort is controlled by the allocation of a

number of fishing days for each season to
each of the fishing companies.
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The primary management target of the

current OMP is for the average anticipated

spawning biomass to recover 20 percent

over a 20 year period, i.e. spawning biomass

in 2025 must be 20 percent greater than the

level in 2005.

Past spawning biomass trends are shown

for the two alternative models in Fig" 3 A
concern is that recent levels are low ano

evidence a continued decline.

The implementation of the OMP is a step in

the right direction, as it seeks to turn this

trend around, resulting in not only in larger

and safer abundance levels. but also in

associated imoroved catch rates and later
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During this period high initial catches

droppe-d but then grew again as effort later
increased. There are some doubts about the

reliability of catch data from these early

stages of the fishery.

r984-1999

In 1984 a Total Allowable Catch (TAC)

management strategy was introduced in

order to control the increasing trend in

effort and catches. The TACs recommended

intended to hold the resource at its then

current abundance, as calculated using stock

assessment models.

However this approach failed to control

effort which continued to rise. Catch rates

(catch-per-unit effort, or CPUE) feil during

this period, but there was:a debate as to

whether this reflected ' reduction in
abundance or effort saturation. The latter is

a situation where placing additional traps in

an area does not lead to greater catches

because the existing traps are

catching all the lobsters available

vicinity" ' , 1,,-'

2000-2007 ,

By 2000 the drop in CPUE had become

too large to ignore, and a new management

approach was introduced. The initial plan

was to reduce the annual catch by 100 MT in

a phased approach over four /e?FS.. ,:r ,

In addition, in an attempt to addr:ess the

fundamental issue of excesi effort in' the

fishery, an input control (Total Allowabfe

Effort - TAE) was introduced to supplement'

the output (TAC) control. This was effected

by limiting the 'number of seadays, The'

ihtroduction of the TAE control alio had,the

intention of tiriting opportunity tor citching

illegally in excess of allocations. . ' 
, :i

Vessel effiCiencies, the division of the TAC

amongst companies,'and the then current

CPUE values were incorporated,,in the

formula developed to calculate the number

already

.in 
r that

of 
, 
seadays allocated to each, company.

These were then reduced by 25 percent to,,
achieve the desired minimum reduction in

fishing effort sought for the {ishery.
: During its implementationr this: new

approach 'assisted in , ,achieving several

management objectives, for example:

It contributed to,:,the,,:ireduction., of,'
,systematic und".-,:.poit ng of iatches, 

:and

,,led to the,with{rawal of rights to the Hout

Bay Fishing company for malpractices. The'
company is estimated to have . caught

between 200 and 330 MT.more than it had

been allocated , over the period from

19962:000, Fishing effort decreased and 
,

CPUE started to rise.

'.' Over-capaiity "el 
r,veisels 'and other

, infrastructure :1n7"t,i addressed, with' the

number of vessels in the fishery dropping

from 13 to 9.

However the : reasons ': for. , ,!he
improvement in CPUE remained unclear.

Was it because an ,effort saturation ef ct

had been eliminated, or because real catches

had been reduced through more,,effective

compliance? ', ' ." ' ,il 
,

Furthermore the scientists' stock

assessment models were finding it increasing

difficult ito replicate the increasing CPUE
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catches for the fishery. lts success in achieving

this will be kept under review.
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An OMP is essentially a pre-agreed set of
rules (often in the form of mathematical

formulae) which are used to provide a

management recommendation, such as a

TAC, for the fishery each year. The OMP

uses pre-specified sets of input data collected

from the fishery in order to calculate this

recommendation.

Because of scientific uncertainties. there
are a number of scenarios for the resource

that can be argued from the data available.

The OMP must also be shown by computer
simulation to achieve management goals for
all of these scenarios, not only the one

considered to be the most likely to apply.

One of the main objectives of the OMP

approach has been to increase the

transparency of the management process and

to allow stakeholders to be more involved

through participation in the development of
the OMP. The idea is that the "rules" of the
game are agreed by all before the "game" is

played, rather than having annual arguments

trend observed. These models used both
CPUE and size composition data to assess

stock status and trends, but these two
different sources of data seemed to be

telling different stories, with the latter
suggesting lower levels for sustainable catch.

Late in this period, scientists started
realising that allowing for changes in fishing
selectivity patterns over time could
reconcile the CPUE and length composition
data.

This means that the typical lobster sizes

on which fishing concentrated changed over
time, and the models used to provide TAC
advice were modified to take account of
this.

2008 +
' The resource models were further
refined to distinguisir both the two sexes and

three different areas in an attempt to
account explicitly for some of the fishing
selectivity changes.

Furthermore, in 2008 an OMP
(Operation Management Procedure) was

agreed to provide the basis to set annual

TACs and TAEs, subject to review and

possible revision in 2010. , ' '
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that amount to changing these "rules" from

year to year.

OMPs have been used in South Africa to

recommend TACs for a number of the maior

fisheries, e.g. hake (since 1 991), pilchard and

anchovy (since 1994), and west coast rock

lobster (since 1997).
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